
Design a fairy jar
Instructions No. 2988
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 4 Hours

Immerse yourself in the fairytale world of fairies as you conjure up enchanting motifs such as flowers and dreamy scenes
on a preserving jar with this craft idea. Be inspired by the magic of fairies and create a unique, enchanted work of art.

Cut the "Hydrangea fragrance" motif straw floss to fit the storage jar. Then fix it in place with the "Glass & porcelain" napkin varnish. Tie a bow around the jar
and embellish it with a lavender pick.

Then start by sticking moss on the lid. Use the "leaves" cord to create a
suspension. Tie one end around the lid and knot the remaining long end on
the opposite side of the cord.

For the next steps, cut out the motifs from the "Enchanting cards" motif
straw floss and attach them to the embossing foil using the patch adhesive.
Use the tweezers scissors to cut out everything in a filigree manner. Then
emphasise the details with the embossing pens.

The cut-out motifs, such as butterflies and a fairy, are now glued to the
moss. You can attach a bamboo skewer to the back to hold the fairy in place.
Finish the lid by adding more lavender picks.

Article number Article name Qty

Article information:



21876 Motif straw silk "Enchanted cards" 1
21878 Motif straw silk "Hydrangea fragrance" 1
20516 VBS Storage jar „Livo“ 1
727952 VBS Napkin varnish "Glass & Porcelain" 1
745789-10 VBS Patch adhesive100 ml 1
563178-02 Stamping foil, 3 piecesSilver/Silver 1
505185 Embossing pens, set of 4 1
19583 VBS Cord "Leaves" 1
615716-50 VBS Iceland moss, 100 gGreen 1
61713001 VBS Lavender pick "Lavendula" 1
120340 VBS Napkin brush/Decoupage brush 1
521932 Tweezer Scissors 1
689793 VBS Micro LED chain of lights, with timer, 20 LEDs 1
644303-06 VBS Double page Adhesive tape6mm 1

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/newsletter/
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